SECTION 13
POLICE SPORT UK
RECORD SCORES
13

Overview
It is important to recognise and record those scores and achievements that mark the setting of a high
or highest score within each of the disciplines contested within Police Sport UK shooting.
Definition: Record – most extreme known value of some achievement.

13.1

These rules set out to formalise and standardise the criteria required to approve the recognition of a
Police Sport UK record score.

13.1.1

For the purpose of this document the terms ‘record’, ‘records’ & ‘record score’ relate to Police Sport
UK records

13.2

All potential records MUST be verified and approved by the section Committee, or a sub-committee if
so identified

13.2.1

A record score can only be achieved in the following circumstances:
1
2

Police Sport UK Championship meeting
Police Sport UK Representative (Authorised by Police Sport UK Council) match or competition

13.2.2

Any score achieved outside of the criteria at 13.2.1 cannot be considered as a Police Sport UK record,
in the same way that an Olympic Record can ONLY be achieved at an Olympic Games

13.3

Records must be established in accordance with the applicable rules for the shooting discipline.

13.4

A record score cannot be achieved at a training or selection event UNLESS that event is a part of any
of the conditions met at 13.2.1

13.5

Some events for women competitors (notably ISSF events) will require the competitor to complete a
‘full’ (Men’s) course of fire with the first ‘xx’ shots being extracted from the overall score for the
purposes of recording the score for the women’s event.
In these cases ONLY the score that has been extracted and RECORDED by the organiser(s) may be
considered for verification and approval.

13.5.1

Events (usually ISSF) that are recorded using electronic scoring targets, in certain circumstances, MAY
be scored decimally. Where electronic systems are not available, integer scores will still be used. It is
possible that some events will, therefore, have 2 records - Decimal and Integer. This is because many
ranges do not have the ability or facility to record decimal scores

note:

Integer scores are those that simply record the whole number 10, 9, 8 etc, whilst decimal scoring
provides a maximum score of 10.9 per shot and each ‘integer’ being divided into tenths. A 60 shot
competition therefore will have a Maximum possible Score of 10.9 x 60 = 654

13.5.2

If a result sheet or register shows a score in both integer and decimal formats, only the format used
to publish results will be considered for record purposes. The other (non-published) format will only
be viewed as a comparison for personal improvement.

13.6

A list of current record scores will be maintained and published on the sections website. Previous
record scores should also be retained where available.
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